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A matter of Flavor
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• Generic new couplings could introduce new sources of flavor/CP violation.

• If NP scale above LHC reach, flavor might be the only way to probe it.

 Bs mixing

Rare B decays

CPV in Charm

✔ CPV in Bs mixing with whole CDF RunII dataset

✔ searches for B → μ  μ   with whole CDF RunII dataset

✔ CPV in D →h  h  with whole CDF RunII dataset

✔ CDF Measurement of Bs→Ds * Ds * branching ratios 

Tevatron resultsNEW
for winter 2012

in this talk:

( ( ))

✔ CDF Measurement of CP Violation in the D  →KS π  π   Decay+ -0

+ -

0 + -



NP out of the box

CP violation in Bs mixing
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CPV in Bs mixing with whole CDF RunII dataset
CDF Measurement of Bs→Ds * Ds * branching ratios ( ( ))
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Search for NP in Bs mixing

2011 DØ: 3.9σ deviation from SM in B semileptonic asymmetry. 

PRD 84, 052007 (2011)!
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A broad class of BSM models can introduce 
significant CP violation in Bs mixing.

This would maximally affect the phase           which is 
predicted tiny in the SM. And will also decrease the 
value of the decay-width difference

Measuring CPV in                             provides a cleaner, 
independent probe

CDF updated the time-dependent 
analysis of                          decays to 
the whole Run II dataset

Bs → J/ψφ

NEW

✔

✔

Bs → J/ψφ
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Mass to 
separate
Signal for Bkg

Angles to separate 
CP even/odd 

Decay time to know 
time evolution

Flavor tagging 
to separate B 
from B

Mixing phase through tagged                      decaysBs → J/ψφ
Exploits interference between Bs→J/ΨΦ decays w and w/o flavor oscillations.

Opposite Side

Same Side

Jet charge

Lepton
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• Joint likelihood fit to:                                 
Mass, Angles , Decay time, 
production  flavor

• Dimuon trigger data. Off-line optimized NN 
selection @CDF; BDT/square cuts @DØ.

  9.6 fb   of data @CDF-1

  8.0 fb   of data @ DØ-1
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The Analysis
• Signal yield

~11,000
signal 
events

• Angular analysis

Bs(spin = 0) → J/ψ(spin = 1)φ(spin = 1)

Results in 3 final states with
 L = 0,2 (CP even) L = 1 (CP odd)

Enhanced sensitivity to the phase if 
these are separated

Separate them using angular 
distributions of kaons and muons

• Flavor tagging

Greater sensitivity to phase
 if production flavor is known.

CDF flavor tagging 
performance ~ 5 %

✔

✔

✔



Decay-width difference and lifetime

∆Γs = 0.163+0.065
−0.064ps

−1

τs = 1.443+0.038
−0.035ps

NEW

7CDF Public Note 10778

PRD 85, 032006 (2012)

Assuming SM CP - violation 

∆Γs = 0.068± 0.027(stat+syst)ps−1

τs = 1.528± 0.021(stat+syst)ps

τBs

τBd

SM
= 0.996...1.000

Theor: 

∆Γs

Γs
= 0.1045± 0.048(stat.)± 0.011(syst.)

τBs

τBd

= 1.006± 0.015(stat+ syst)

 with 9.6 fb   of data-1

 with 8.0 fb   of data-1

Moriond 2012 Talk A. Lenz
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2Mixing Induced CP Violation

 A. Lenz and U. Nierste, arXiv:1102.4274v1 (2011)1

-1 0.021) ps±|= (0.087 12 2|2

CP-violating mixing phase bounds

Restricting fit range to select only 
one solution

Φs in [-π,-2.52]U[-0.60,0.12] U 
[3.02,π] rad @ 68% C.L.

8consistent with SM and with other experimental results

PRD 85, 032006 (2012)

φs = −0.55+0.38
−0.36

CDF Public Note 10778

NEW



NEW

Under some theoretical assumptions, from BR possible to infer : 

Predominantly CP-even. May give 
dominant contribution to Bs width 

difference in SM.

6.8 fb   collected by displaced track trigger

simultaneous fit to signal :

and normalization mode: 

Bs → D(∗)+
s D(∗)−

s

Most precise BR  measurements:

9

-1

CDF Note 10721

B0 → D+
s D

−

Br(Bs → D(∗)+
s D(∗)−

s )

A different point of view

∆Γs/Γs = (6.99± 0.54± 0.64± 1.20)%



Rare B decays
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searches for B → μ μ with whole CDF RunII dataset
+ -



B → µ+µ−

SM rates well understood

Broad class of NP models can 
enhance it by up to x100

CDF updates the analysis with whole Run II 
sample, ~10fb   (+30% data) while keeping 
the analysis unchanged

NEW
11

BR(B0
s → µ+µ−) = (3.2±0.2)×10−9, BR(B0 → µ+µ−) = (1.0±0.1)×10−10

summer 2011 situation

Interesting ~2.5σ deviation from bkg 
in Bs→μ  μ  observed by CDF in 7 fb

Compatible with other experiments and SM

-1

-1

✔

✔

+ -



B → µ+µ−

TRIGGER: on two muons with pt >1.5-2 GeV/c

Use NN to reject 10   larger backgrounds while keeping high the signal efficiency

14 discriminating 
variables

... }
NN output

Bkg (B→h  h  peaking, combinatorial) prediction checked on many control samples

Search in bins of mass and NN and normalize observed signal rate to B  →J/ψK  
12

: The Analysis

6

++

 on 9.7 fb   of data-1

✔

✔

✔

✔

μ impact
parameter

2D decay 
lenght

Isolation

pointing 
angle

+ -



: final CDF II result

Central-
Forward

Central-
Central

Signal

Bkg

Systematic
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Signal Divided in NN bins

Observed limit < 4.6 ×10   (Expected 4.2×10   ). Consistent with SM.
 p-value for background-only hypothesis is 41%.

B →μ μ  analysis validates Bs→μ μ  background estimations and limit setting

-9-9

++ --

NEW

B0 → µ+µ−

0 0



: final CDF II result
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0.8 ×10    < BR(Bs→μμ) <  3.4×10     @95% C.L.
Bkg+SM p-value 7.1%. Bkg-only p-value 0.94%

-9 -8 [BR = (1.3+0.9
−0.7)× 10−8]

Summer deviation not reinforced by new data, but still >2σ over background.

NEW

B0
s → µ+µ−



Getting closer...
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when “Charm is more than just beauty.”

CP violation in charm
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CPV in D →h  h  with whole CDF RunII dataset0 + -

 CDF Measurement of CP Violation in the D  →KS π  π   Decay+ -0

http://thinkexist.com/quotation/charm_is_more_than_just_beauty/149100.html
http://thinkexist.com/quotation/charm_is_more_than_just_beauty/149100.html


CP violation in neutral charmed mesons
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• 2011 CDF: using 5.9/fb of two-track trigger data, CDF produced with 
unprecedented sensitivity the CP asymmetries in 2-body D decays:

• First Evidence of CPV in charm from LHCb measurement:

ACP (D
0 → K+K−) = (−0.24± 0.22± 0.10)%

ACP (D
0 → π+π−) = (+0.22± 0.24± 0.11)%

∆ACP = (−0.82± 0.21± 0.11)%

PRD85, 012009 (2012)

3.5σ from zero arXiv1112.0938

An independent confirmation is crucial to establish it.

• Difference of asymmetries: ∆ACP = ACP (D
0 → K+K−)−ACP (D

0 → π+π−)
maximally sensitive to ACP 

dir

Probes CPV in up-quark sector. 
Asymmetry > 1% (expected in SM) 
suggestive of NP 
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• Use D*-tag to identify the D   flavor

doubled the signal yield

NEW

CDF Note 10784!

✔

0

D0 → K+K− D̄0 → K+K−

D̄0 → π+π−D0 → π+π−

• ΔACP Experimentally convenient: 
Detector effects cancel in the 
subtraction of the raw 
asymmetries 

The Analysis with full Run II dataset

• New selection to improve the 
resolution on ΔACP:



Result
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NEW

When combining à la 
HFAG No CPV point is 
at ~4σ

Strongly supports CP violation in 
charm, by confirming the LHCb 
result with same sensitivity

ΔACP    = (-0.67 ± 0.16)%
 ACP   = (-0.02 ± 0.22)%

dir

ind

CDF Note 10784!
2.7σ from zero

∆ACP = [−0.62± 0.21(stat)± 0.10(syst)]%



CP Violation in the                            Decay

•  In 6 fb   of two-track trigger data we search for time-integrated CPV 
in the resonant substructures of the 3-body D  →KS π  π  decay

• First full Dalitz analysis at hadron collider

20

D0 → Ksπ
+π−

• Big improvement wrt previous results from 
CLEO (PRD 70, 091101 (2004))...

• ..but still no hints for any CP violating effect

• The measured value for the overall integrated 
CP asymmetry is:

ACP = (−0.05± 0.57(stat)± 0.54(syst))%

NEW
-1

-+0

Is there CPV in other charm decays?

http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/new/bottom/111013.blessed-D0KSpipi_ACP/
• CP asymmetries of the individual resonances:

http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/new/bottom/111013.blessed-D0KSpipi_ACP/
http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/new/bottom/111013.blessed-D0KSpipi_ACP/
http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/new/bottom/111013.blessed-D0KSpipi_ACP/


Conclusions

• The Tevatron keeps producing new, important results on the 
benchmark channels of heavy flavor physics with full Run II dataset

21

• Pioneered and established role of hadron collisions in HF. Keep improving 
flagship measurements.

Bs mixing 
CDF Bs→J/Ψϕ update: Closer to SM expectations. 
Rare B decays
CDF B → μ  μ   extension to full sample confirms summer result.

CPV in Charm sector
CDF result confirms LHCb ΔACP with the same precision.

don't relax just yet ... a few aces still up our sleeve

shown today:

+ -



Back up
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 ΔΓs and τs systematics

23
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B0
s → µ+µ−         :The analysis

BR(Bs → µ+µ−) =
Ns

N+
· α+

αs
· �+
�s

· 1

�N
· fu
fs

· BR(B+)

Signal decays at 95%CL 
to be measured

B  →J/ψK  decays from 
data ~ 20K

Trigger acceptance ratio 
from MC ~ 0.2-0.3

efficiency of NN requirement from 
MC, approx 80-20% (cut dependent)

Reconstruction efficiency 
ratio MC/DATA ~ 0.8

PDG

+ +
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B0
s → µ+µ−         :The third bin

0.8 ×10  < BR(Bs→μμ) <  2.5×10    @90% C.L.
BR(Bs→μμ) <  2.9×10   @95% C.L.

BR = (1.0+0.8
−0.6)× 10−8

• Unlikely to be peaking Bkg. The only one would be 
B→hh, but it's x10 larger in the Bd search window and 
and there is no excess there.

• Unlikely to be a systematics problem with combinatorial: 
we use the same procedure in Bd and no excess is there.

• Unlikely to be an issue of the NN: all tests done show 
that is independent on mass and reproduces B+ at better 
than 5%

• The only remaining possibility is a statistical fluctuation, 
supported by the fact that the 3rd bin excess did not 
strengthened with adding more data

• Results do not significantly change if the last two NN 
bins are used only:

-8

-8

-9

9.7/fb

7/fb



ΔACP systematics
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Single ACP and ΔACP
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• To measure each single ACP we need to compare raw asymmetries, A, of three event 
samples

                D*-tagged D0→hh              A(hh*) = ACP(hh) + δ(πs)
          D*-tagged D0→Kπ            A(Kπ*) = ACP(Kπ) + δ(πs) + δ(Kπ)
          Untagged D0→Kπ              A(Kπ) = ACP(Kπ) + δ(Kπ)

               ACP(hh) = A(hh*) - A(Kπ*) + A(Kπ)

• For ΔACP we need just two samples

                                ΔACP(hh) = A(KK*) - A(ππ*)

thus making the measurement easier and much more robust against second order 
effects which do not completely cancel in the linear combination of raw asymmetries



Direct and indirect CPV in D  →h  h 
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-+0Interpretation

The time-integrated asymmetry receives contribution from both direct and indirect
sources of CPV

Since flavour mixing parameters are small in the charm sector, at first order, the
measured asymmetry is the linear combination of the two terms

ACP(h
+h−) ≈ Adir

CP(h
+h−) +

�t�
τ

Aind
CP

where �t�/τ is the mean value of the D0 meson proper decay-time in unit of lifetimes

A. Di Canto (INFN & University of Pisa) August 5th 2011 32 / 37

Assuming no large weak phases in the decay, the indirect component is 
universal, then

2

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Time–integrated CP asymmetries of singly–Cabibbo–suppressed transitions as D0 → π+π−
and D0 → K+K−

,

collectively referred as D0 → h+h−
in the following, are powerful probes of new physics. Contribution to these

decays from “penguin” amplitudes are negligible in the Standard Model (SM), but presence of new interactions could

enhance the size of CP violation with respect to the SM expectation. Any asymmetry significantly larger than 1%, as

expected in the CKM hierarchy, is believed to indicate new physics contributions [1]. In a previous analysis that used

performed only 5.9 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, we measured the time–integrated CP asymmetries in D0 → h+h−

decays to be [3]:

ACP(D
0 → π+π−

) =
�
+0.22± 0.24 (stat .)± 0.11 (syst .)

�
%, (1)

ACP(D
0 → K+K−

) =
�
−0.24± 0.22 (stat .)± 0.09 (syst .)

�
%, (2)

in agreement with CP conservation.

Each of these asymmetries, owing to the slow mixing rate of charm mesons, is to first order the linear combination of

a direct, Adir
CP, and an indirect, Aind

CP, term through a coefficient that is the mean proper decay time of D0
candidates,

�t�, in unit of D0
lifetime (τ ≈ 0.5 ps):

ACP(h
+h−

) =
Γ(D0 → h+h−

)− Γ(D0 → h+h−
)

Γ(D0 → h+h−) + Γ(D0 → h+h−)
≈ Adir

CP(h
+h−

) +
�t(h+h−

)�
τ

Aind
CP.

Assuming that no large weak phases contribute in the decay amplitudes, Aind
CP is independent of the final state, thus a

useful comparison with theory predictions is achieved by calculating the difference between the asymmetries observed

in the D0 → K+K−
and D0 → π+π−

decays,

∆ACP = ACP(K
+K−

)−ACP(π
+π−

) = ∆Adir
CP +

∆�t�
τ

Aind
CP.

Since the difference in decay–time acceptance is small, ∆�t� = �t(K+K−
)� − �t(π+π−

)� = 0.26 ± 0.01 τ , most of

the indirect CP–violating asymmetry cancels in the subtraction, hence ∆ACP approximates the difference in direct

CP–violating asymmetries of the two decays, ∆Adir
CP = Adir

CP(K
+K−

)−Adir
CP(π

+π−
). Using the observed asymmetries

from eqs. (1) and (2), we found [3]

∆ACP(h
+h−

) =
�
−0.46± 0.31 (stat .)± 0.12 (syst .)

�
%. (3)

in 5.9 fb−1
.

Recently, the LHCb collaboration presented a measurement of ∆ACP using 0.62 fb−1
of the data collected in 2011

[4], whose result is

∆ACP(h
+h−

) =
�
−0.82± 0.21 (stat .)± 0.11 (syst .)

�
%, (4)

which deviates by 3.5σ from zero. This is the first evidence of CP violation in the charm sector, with a size that may

be suggestive of beyond SM contributions.

An independent confirmation of this measurement is crucial to establish the effect and improve the precision on its

size. The sample of hadronic charm decays collected by the CDF displaced-trigger is the only one currently available

in which this can be attained with sufficient precision. Building upon the techniques used in our previous analysis of

individual asymmetries, we report a measurement of difference of asymmetries that uses the full dataset collected in

Run II.

We measure ∆ACP through the difference of the uncorrected “raw” asymmetries, A, observed in the D∗
-tagged

D0 → K+K−
and D0 → π+π−

samples as

∆ACP = ACP(K
+K−

)−ACP(π
+π−

) = A(KK∗
)−A(ππ∗

). (5)

We optimize the selection criteria specifically for the measurement of ∆ACP(h+h−
) and use the full dataset collected

by the CDF triggers on displaced vertices from February 2002 through September 2011, consisting of about 9.7 fb−1

of integrated luminosity.


